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'Tis only fair that a mead also have plenty of high spirits and great adventures - but don't forget to serve some bread, wine and
steak to appease the belly....And in return for your magnificent service, this drunken centaur will happily hire a quest for you!
Don't let your guild get jealous, and remember: 'The Quest for the Mead has no end.' What the hell is this? This is an automated
service that offers you quests, hospitality and an endless stream of cheap laughs. It is currently only available for modern
browsers on desktop computers. It is currently in a very early development state and does not offer savegames or any other kind
of persistence. It might be completely unplayable and completely broken. Or not. We just don't know. Changelog Version 0.0.5
- May 10th 2014 Fixed crash when client tries to load savegame. Version 0.0.4 - May 7th 2014 Various improvements to the
interface Version 0.0.3 - March 4th 2014 Many bugs fixed, file loading and saving is now working Version 0.0.2 - March 4th
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2014 Version 0.0.1 - March 4th 2014 Initial release Feedback is welcome! The idea is to build up a persistent world where you
can walk around, talk to other people, go on quests, buy stuff or, you know, do whatever you like. Just having conversations with
strangers or asking for their help is an interesting challenge - find out more about that in the 0.0.2 blog post. I've also done
something I like even more: I've created a map editor that allows you to build your own town, complete with buildings and
NPCs. More about that in the 0.0.4 blog post. 0.0.5 The content of the archives and the "Tale" have been changed to allow for
saving. You can now search the archives for items You can now view and load archived items You can load pre-generated
characters from the "Tale" The quest system has been improved You can now load 82157476af
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